
Employer Information



The mission

Migrate is an international recruitment platform seeking  

to redefine the sector by seamlessly connecting the

internationalhealthcare community into aspecificjobsboard and  

cohort or individual ATS.

We recognise the challenges the healthcare sector is facing, and

with that our mission is to ensure that hirers have the

appropriate tools to staff their workplace in a cost-effective, 

efficient way that creates sustainable recruitment pipelines.

We provide access to qualified overseas healthcare professionals  

in an easy-to-use application, as well as an integrated jobs board  

and ATS which ensure hirer’s recruitment needs are met.

Migrate believes in ethical recruitment - we ensure that our  

healthcare professionals are not leaving behind a healthcare  

system that will suffer with their move, and instead ensure their  

skills are recognised and utilised in the UK. Our educational  

resources and community hub guarantees the candidates do  

not feel alone throughout such a life-changing process and they  

feel empowered by their move.

As a hirer, you can be assured that Migrate will simplify your  

international recruitment process, provide you with exceptional  

talent and reduce your hiring costs. We can meet your needs  

whether it is sourcing or simply just publishing your vacancies  

to our candidates. We are with you every step of the way.



Employer features

1.An easy to use and comprehensive ATSthat onboards in cohorts  

as well as individuals, developing teams and relationships through  

the process

2. Configurable hiring processes per job

3. Onboard and engage with applicants sourced from the Migrate  

community and your existing supply routes – all on one

platform

4. Source talent more cost-effectively and from diverse countries

5. Ethical recruitment compliance

6. Boost your job through our Indeed partnership for unrivalled reach

7. Direct messaging and feedback via the Migrate platform

8. Tailored implementation and a dedicated account manager

9. Team collaboration with shared hiring notes for each applicant

10.Data and insights on other employers, applicants’experiences,  

cost per acquisition, timeframes and much more



Costs

I love how simple it is to use,
and how configurable.

Please make the most of our Free Trials!

We believe  in openness in everything, so we’re sharing our core

pricing upfront.

We encourage volume-based discounts for large campaigns and  

collaborations with other organisations.

Boost your job with Indeed through us, and receive a discount

on your Indeed spend.

ATS:

Sou rcing:

Relocations:

£750 per month

£1,000 per nurse or AHP,

£2,000 per doctor

£500 per arrival

(Payment for sourcing is upon arrival and includes

rebates for employees that leave within the first 12 months.)

Contact Lee Emmett, CEO at Migrate

for more information: lee@migratehr.com

or get in touch to join our employer insights

newsletter: hello@migratehr.com

“
”

70% recruiters said diversity hiring will be very

important in 2021, yet only 40% have turned to

new tools or training to combat bias in hiring.
“

”
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